Abstract

This paper discussed about different types of viruses along with its symptoms, causes as well as side-effects and correspondingly proposes a new designed methodology named OMVDPM (offline macro virus detection and prevention mechanism) on the time of MS-Word document accessing. The complete functioning of this new designed methodology is work under main two steps viz. at first detect macro virus in word document and in second step provide prevention from macro virus. This new designed methodology utilizes the concept of log files for continuous monitoring of the details of that specific MS-Word document as like the date of creation of document, time as well as space consumed and the working of this new designed methodology is totally based on automatic randomly generated encrypted digital signature on the time of MS-Word document saving. The more interesting feature of this new designed methodology is every time a log file is created when document will be accessed by that specific user (i.e. who is owner of the document) and it provides latest details of that specific file with automatic updated time, date and space consumed. The main focus of this paper is to reduce the growth of macro virus in MS Word document on the time of document accessing and provide offline encrypted
digital signature security of document at saving mode.
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